NOTICE

Date: September 27, 2022

From: George H. Conner, P.E.
Deputy Director – Operations

RE: Authorization for emergency response vehicles to bypass weigh station facilities in response to hurricane Ian

Effective immediately, emergency response vehicles such as, but not limited to, utility vehicles, bucket trucks, and supply trucks responding to Hurricane Ian are given authorization to bypass all ALDOT weigh station facilities thru October 24, 2022.

This authorization does not include vehicles that require permits to operate on Alabama’s roadways. This authorization does not relieve size and weight restrictions. This authorization applies only to the vehicles identified in the paragraph above.

This effort has been coordinated with personnel with the Alabama Law Enforcement Agency in order to expedite emergency response.

CC: Governor Kay Ivey
    John Cooper
    Hal Taylor, ALEA
    Jeff Smitherman, AEMA
    Edward N. Austin
    Stacey Glass
    Eric Christie
    Tony Harris
    Tracy Fletcher
    Jesse Wallace